Applying Power Law on Texture Structure to Identify the Writing Style in Ancient Manuscripts
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Abstract - This work presents the preliminary results for identifying the ancient handwritten writing styles in Arabic manuscripts. The aim of this work is to discriminate between different writing styles appear in different dated ancient Arabic manuscripts in three Islamic historical ages (Contemporary, Ottoman and Mamluk) with objective to evaluate the capability of applying Zipf law on texture structures extracted by Spatial Gray Level dependency (SGLD) method, our approach relies on applying SGLD on handwritten ancient text image to extract the texture structures then applying Zipf’s distribution on document image texture structure. Based on this method we extract a feature presents the document image structure distribution and evaluate its efficiency for writing style identification.
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1. Introduction

One of the main goals of a paleographer and historian experts is to locate handwritten materials. Consequently, a very crucial problem in paleographic field of study is to identify the author of a given manuscript [1]. Automatic recognition of handwriting styles is one of problems in ancient text document analysis due to large variation of writing styles in a population [2]. The variation of writing styles is not the only challenge image processing techniques can solve, but there are a lot of difficult things, for examples: (1) recognizing character fonts, (2) separating cursive characters into separate characters, and (3) distinguishing characters that have the same shape but have different meaning such as the character “o” and number “0” in English language and “ا” (Alef as character) and “٠” (One as digit) in Arabic language [3]. In addition to previous challenges, writing styles detection faces other problems occur in ancient manuscripts as deteriorated letters and some information as the author may be lost. [4]. The concept behind the writer recognition system is automatically or semi-automatically recognizing who is writing given certain manuscript, by applying two different tasks: Writer identification and writer verification. Writer identification determines which writer provides a given handwriting. Writer verification aims to decide on two handwritten manuscripts and determine if they are written by the same writer or by two different writers [5]. The benefit of automatically identifying the writing styles in ancient manuscripts is it can help paleographers and historian experts to analyze the manuscripts by checking for example whether a given part of manuscript image is contained in a stored large database of manuscript images [6].

Writer recognition approaches can be categorized into two distinct families: (1) text-dependent approaches and (2) text-independent approaches: In text-dependent approaches, the writer must write exactly a predefined or a given text. The text-independent (global) writer recognition is a process of identifying or verifying the identity of the writer without constraint on the text content [5]. The global technique of writing style detection gives more information about who the author is than the text contents itself and it enables to show if a document is an original or a copy [4].

This approach should guarantee the independency out of the text content, the writer's personal style, the language used and letters frequencies. The methods of global technique fall into two major categories: (1) Statistical and (2) Structural; Statistical category characterizes texture by the statistical distribution of the image intensity [7]; Structural category describes texture by identifying structural primitives and their placement rules. They are suitable for textures where their spatial sizes can be described using a large variety of properties. One of the most widely used methods is co-occurrence evaluated from Spatial Gray-Level Dependence SGLD which is a joint probability to observe the same intensity value between two different pixels according to their spatial relation. SGLD matrix has a set of characteristics, it is
identical on different text areas of the same document and is robust to noise and does not require any image segmentation or layout analysis [8]. The SGLD is not only identical on different text areas of the same document but also similar to all documents in entire manuscript of the same writer [9]. In the linguistic analysis field of study, Zipf’s law used efficiently to represents the distribution of frequencies of words in the form of power law discovered by Zipf in 1949 in written English texts [10].

In the field of digital images processing, Zipf’s law has been used in [11] to evaluate the distortion of compressed images. In [12] the power law used efficiently for artificial objects detection in natural environments by using a method based on Zipf’s law, and this method has advantage of totally independent from the object shape. In [13] a detection of the existence of hidden message in LSB steganography is done, the detection theory is based on statistical analysis of pixel patterns using a Zipfness measure between successive bit planes [13].

The main objective of this work is to evaluate the applying of Zipf’s law on the texture structure extracted from SGLD method to discriminate between different writing styles in ancient Arabic manuscripts. This work differs from other works in which Zipf’s law applied on document image texture structures instead of quantize the original based on individual pixel values. This work organized as follows: in section II and III, we describe the theoretical background of SGLD and Zipf’s law respectively. Related work described in section IV. Our methodology described in details in section V. In section VI we present the experimental results and discussion and finally in section VII we conclude the main points in this work and list some important points related to future work.

2. Spatial Gray Level Dependence (SGLD)

The co-occurrence can be evaluated from the SGLD which is a join probability to observe the same intensity value between two different pixels according to their spatial relation. [8]. SGLD also known as spatially dependencies matrix and has been known as a powerful method to represent the image textures which can be described as patterns of “non-uniform spatial distribution” of grey scale pixel intensities [14]. Mathematically, a co-occurrence matrix C is defined over an N × M image I, parameterized by an offset (Δx, Δy) [15] as:

$$C_{\Delta x, \Delta y}(i,j) = \sum_{p=1}^{n} \sum_{q=1}^{m} \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } I(p,q) = i \text{ and } I(p+\Delta x,q+\Delta y) = j, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(1)

From each generated matrix, 14 statistical measures are extracted including: angular second moment, contrast, correlation, variance, inverse different moment, sum average, sum variance, sum entropy, difference variance, difference entropy, information measure of correlation I, information measure of correlation II, and maximal correlation coefficient. The measurements average the feature values in all four directions 0°, 45°, 90° and 135° [16].

3. Spatial Gray Level Dependence (SGLD)

Zipf law is an empirical law and relies on a power law [17]. The main concept of this law states that in phenomena figured by a set of topologically organized symbols, the distribution of the occurrence numbers of n-tuples named patterns is organized in such a way that the apparition frequency of the patterns M1, M2, ..., Mn noted N1, N2,...,Nn are in relation with rank of these pattern when sorted with respect to their occurrence frequencies. The following relation holds:

$$N_{a(i)} = K \times i^a$$

(2)

$N_{a(i)}$ represents the occurrence number of the pattern with rank $i$. $k$ and $a$ are constants. The power law is characterized by the value of the exponent $a$. $k$ is more linked to the length of the symbol sequence studied. The relation is not linear but a simple transform leads to a linear relation between the logarithm of $N$ and the logarithm of the rank. Then, the value of exponent $a$ can be easily estimated by the leading coefficient of the regression line approximating the experimental points of the 2D graph called Zipf graph ($log_{10}(i)$, $log_{10}(N(i))$) with $i=1$ to $n$.

One way to achieve the approximation is to use the least square method. As points are not regularly spaced, the points of the 2D Zipf graph are re-scaled along the horizontal axis. The validity of this law has been observed in many domains but rather for mono dimensional signals [18].

Fig.1. Spatial graylevel ependence matrices representations of different writer styles in different Historical ages


4. Related Work

The SGLD used efficiently in ancient document recognition and classification. In [19] they proposed the use of multichannel Gabor filtering and SGLD matrices to characterize the writing style of writers in ancient manuscripts. For the global features, a study has been done on an implementation in [20] which was based on Haralick’s features. Although they claim that SGLD gives very significant result, it required the testing and training images to be in the same dimension due to the multiplication of matrices in SGLD [21]. SGLD used in writer recognition in [22], they applied the SGLD to extract several features to characterize the writing style of ancient Latin and Arabic manuscripts of the middle-ages [8].

Power law has different applications on image such as detecting region of interest in image as in [10]. They proposed that Zipf law and inverse Zipf law can be used to detect regions of interest in an image. In their work they quantize the grey level by dividing the grey scale into a small number of classes and assign at each pixel the value of the class. The main disadvantage of previous coding is that the number of symbols used to represent the grey levels is limited, so if there are two images with different patterns the coded pattern that is generated may be the same in both images. Another application applied Zipf law on image processing proposed in [4] for writer identification, they used K-mean algorithm for coding the image and applied Zipf law to identify the writer in document image, although the result of this work was not good enough but it encouraging us to test the capability of applying Zipf law on SGLD texture structure matrix in order to overcome the disadvantage of image quantization used method.

5. Methodology

In this work we start by acquiring the old Arabic documents image, converting it into gray level scale to prepare it for applying SGLD method, each cell in the SGLD matrix contains the frequency \( N \) of occurrence of each pattern (co-occurrence of pixel with its relationship with other pixel) in the original image according to offset \( (\Delta x, \Delta y) \) parameter. To extract features, SGLD matrix should be normalized in order to calculate the descriptive statistical features (mean, standard deviation, contrast, homogeneity...etc.), but in our method we decide to keep the frequencies of each pattern without normalization in order to apply the zip’s law. Patterns in SGLD matrix are sorted in the decreasing order of their appearance frequency \( N \), and the frequency for each pattern is plotted with respect to its rank \( i \) (the most frequent pattern has rank \( =1 \)) in a double-logarithmic scale diagram and ignoring pattern rank \( i \) with frequency 0. In this work we calculate the area under Zipf’s curve as a feature selection to discriminate between different writing styles, the block diagram of our methodology and example of applying the Zipf’s distribution by using the output of writing styles are shown in figure 2 and figure 3 respectively.

![Fig.2. Block diagram of our methodology](image)

![Fig.3. Applying zip’s law on SGLD matrix](image)

We proposed that our method can discriminate between different writing styles. In this work we applied our methodology on three different writing styles in different document images to evaluate its ability to discriminate between them as shown in figure 4.
In figure 3 we showed that by applying Zipf’s distribution on SGLD matrix’s output for different writing styles, each writing style has different Zipf’s distribution. In our methodology we apply Hamming distance "(3)" as one of similarity measurements between the requested and stored writing style in order to identify the most similar writing style for the requested writing style.

\[
\text{Dist} (I, I') = \sum_{i=1}^{d} |S_i - S'_i|
\]  

(3)

6. Experimental Results and Discussion

The dataset includes 100 document images in three different historical ages; Contemporary [1220 Hijri till present], Ottoman [923 Hijri : 1220 Hijri] and Mamluk [648 Hijri : 923 Hijri] in 30 different writing styles of 30 author and copyist collected from 30 books from the “Dar Al-Kotob Al-Masria” library in Egypt.

In order to evaluate the performance of applying Zipf law on texture structure generated by SGLD matrix, we calculate the area under Zipf’s curve for each writing style in dataset and compared the tested writing style by calculating the Hamming distance between the requested query document image and stored dataset. Our method has been tested by 30 different writing styles for 30 different authors and copyists in Contemporary, Ottoman and Mamluk ages. The results show that 91.6 % recognition accuracy achieved in contemporary age writing style samples, 89.2% recognition accuracy achieved in Ottoman age writing style samples and finally 84.2% recognition accuracy achieved in Mamluk age as shown in figure 4, some parts of tested document is shown in figure 5. These results show that applying Zipf law on texture structure generated from SGLD is efficient in identifying different writing styles in historical Arabic manuscripts.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

This work has been done with objective to discriminate between different writing styles in different Islamic historical ages: Contemporary, Ottoman and Mamluk. We aimed to extend the approach of applying Zipf’s law in image applications by proposed a new approach based on texture structures generated by SGLM method to identify the writing styles in ancient Arabic manuscripts. This method has an advantage of analyzing the structure of document image patterns instead of image quantization limitations. By applying Zipf’s law on generated SGLD we compute the area under Zipf curve for each writing style and evaluate the experimental results. These results show that applying this method is efficient in identifying different writing styles in different historical Arabic manuscripts. The main disadvantage is that the processing time of SGLD is high in addition the query and stored writing style image should be processed in the same orientation in SGLD matrix generation. In our future work we plan to add more features e.g. curve slope with area under curve which is evaluated in this work in order to increase the efficiency of writing style identification task.
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